WELCOME TO TAJ HOTELS PALACES RESORTS SAFARIS

Enter a world of unmatchable hospitality provided with an imperial touch. Quintessentially Indian, Taj has been a preferred destination for esteemed personalities across the world. With over a 100 luxury properties across 62 destinations, Taj provides guests with memorable experiences in its luxury hotels, palaces, resorts, and nature safari lodges. Upholders of indigenous arts and crafts, local culture, and communities, Taj’s commitment towards the preservation of heritage is evident across its properties. Witness it in the art-inspired decor, or feel it in the forgotten Ayurvedic therapies at the Jiva Spa. Savour it in the many award-winning restaurants serving both international and local cuisines, or simply live it in other unforgettable moments. At Taj, each experience is noticeably unique, at every property.

OUR HOTELS

From world-class hotels to painstakingly restored historic palaces, from scenic resorts to thrilling safaris, Taj ensures a multitude of experiences for the modern traveller. Enjoy the comfort and convenience of our luxury 5-star hotels, located in city centres across the world. Relax and rejuvenate at some of the best luxury resorts. Experience true regality at palace hotels in ancient cities, or explore the wild at our luxury safari lodges.

Each property of Taj offers impeccable hospitality that is a blend of global sophistication and Indian culture—a tradition followed for over a century.

Experience a haven of luxury and comfort, ideally located in the middle of bustling cities and towns.
Experience India’s majestic old-world charm and rich tradition in stunningly restored living palaces.

EXPLORE

TAJ
RESORTS

Experience absolute tranquility and luxury, surrounded by mesmerising views of calm blue seas.

EXPLORE

TAJ
SAFARIS
Experience the thrill of India’s exotic wilderness and embark on the adventure of a lifetime.